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ABSTRACT
NGC 6744 is the nearest and brightest south-hemisphere galaxy with a morphological type similar to that of
the Milky Way. Using data obtained with the Integral Field Unit of the Gemini South Multi-Object Spectro-
graph, we found that this galaxy has a nucleus with LINER (Low Ionization Nuclear Emission Line Region)
surrounded by three line emitting regions. The analysis of the Hubble Space Telescope archival images re-
vealed that the nucleus is associated with a blue compact source, probably corresponding to the active galactic
nucleus (AGN). The circumnuclear emission seems to be part of the extended narrow line region of the AGN.
One of these regions, located ∼1′′ southeast of the nucleus, seems to be associated with the ionization cone of
the AGN. The other two regions are located ∼1′′ south and ∼0′′.6 northeast of the nucleus and are not aligned
with the gaseous rotating disk. Spectral synthesis shows evidence that this galaxy may have gone through
a merger about one billion years ago. On the basis of the kinematic behavior, we found a gaseous rotating
disk, not co-aligned with the stellar disk. Given the relative degree of ionization and luminosities of the nu-
clear and circumnuclear regions, we suggest that the AGN was more luminous in the past and that the current
circumnuclear emissions are echoes of that phase.
Keywords: galaxies: individual: NGC 6744 – galaxies: nuclei – galaxies: active – galaxies: kinematics and
dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
NGC 6744 is an SAB(r)bc galaxy that belongs to the
Pavo group and is located at 8.5 Mpc (Nasa Extragalactic
Database- NED 1). It has a gas ring, with 3′.3 (∼ 8.2 kpc) of
diameter, where two spiral arms begin, as observed in H I
images (Ryder et al. 1999).
Its bulge is classic, very similar to an elliptical galaxy, with
a Se´rsic index of 3.1, measured on images obtained with the
Spitzer telescope in 3.6 µm (Fisher & Drory 2010). In this
respect, this galaxy is different from the Milky Way, which
has a peanut-shaped pseudo-bulge. It has a tenuous trace of
dust toward the center. The galaxy has a star forming-ratio of
6.8 M/year (Ryder & Dopita 1994).
According to Vaceli et al. (1997), NGC 6744 has a nucleus
whose emission line ratios are typical of low ionization nu-
clear emission line regions (LINERs), which are often active
galactic nuclei (AGNs) that present an emission spectrum
with a lower ionization degree when compared to Seyferts
(Heckman 1980). Ferland & Netzer (1983) and Halpern
& Steiner (1983) demonstrated that photoionization by an
AGN, with a low ionization parameter, results in the observed
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lower ionization spectrum of LINERs; though, other scenar-
ios may be applicable to some objects (see Ho 2008 for a
review).
Infrared studies (LW2 and LW3 filters of Spitzer telescope)
have shown that there is little emission in the region between
the nucleus and the ring and this area is dominated by old
stellar populations (Roussel et al. 2001). Besides that, in this
region, there is not much star formation, which may be due
to the orbital resonance that ejected the gas (Ryder & Dopita
1993).
Our group is conducting the Deep IFS View of Nuclei of
Galaxies (DIVING3D) survey ( J. E. Steiner et al. 2018, in
preparation), which has the goal of observing the nuclear re-
gion of all southern galaxies brighter than B=12.0. The ob-
servations are being taken, in the optical, with the integral
field unit (IFU) of the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph
(GMOS), on the Gemini-South telescope. One of the goals is
to analyze in detail the subsample with a morphological type
similar to that of the Milky Way (SABbc or SBbc - which we
call Milky Way twins). NGC 6744 is the brightest (B = 9.24
- NED) object of this subsample and, consequently, deserves
special attention.
In this work, we analyze the data cube of the central re-
gion of NGC 6744, in order to characterize the nature of the
emission from this region and to study the kinematics of the
gas and stars. In Section 2, we show details of the obser-
vations, of the reduction processes, and of the data analysis.
Section 3 presents the analysis of the emitting spectrum of
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Figure 1. HST/WFC3 images, in the F555W filter, of NGC 6744. In order to have an idea of the FOV of the GMOS observations, the figure
on the left shows an image of all HST FOV, with a little blue square on the central region, whose magnification is shown on the right with the
GMOS FOV limits and its orientation. The size of the rectangle of GMOS FOV on x-axis is ∼ 130 pc and on y-axis is ∼ 167 pc.
different spatial regions of the data cube. In sections 4 and 6,
we present the analysis of the kinematics of the gas and stars,
respectively. We show the results of the spectral synthesis
applied to the spectra of two distinct regions in Section 5. In
Section 7, we present the analysis of the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) images of the central region of NGC 6744. We
discuss all the obtained results in Section 8. Lastly, Section
9 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations were taken on 2014 May 8, with
GMOS/IFU, installed on the Gemini-South telescope, in one
slit mode (GS-2014A-Q-5). Three 815 s exposures were
made, with position angles (PA) equal to 0◦ and with fields
of view (FOVs) of 5′′×3′′.5. The grating used for this ob-
servation was R831+G5322, with the central wavelength of
5850A˚, and the resulting spectral resolution was R=4340.
The seeing, determined from the acquisition image (observed
at λ = 6300 A˚), was FWHM ∼ 0′′.55. Fig. 1 shows the GMOS
FOV on an HST image, obtained with the WFC3 camera.
One can notice that the observation area is restricted only to
the ∼ 130 × 167 pc of the central region of the bulge of NGC
6744.
The reduction was performed in the IRAF environment, and
it started with the determination of the trim and bias sub-
traction. After that, the cosmic-ray removal was applied us-
ing the LACOS routine (van Dokkum 2001). Then spectra
were extracted and corrected for gain variations between the
pixels (with response curves obtained with GCAL-flat im-
ages). Corrections for gain variations between fibers and
asymmetric illumination patterns of the instrument were also
performed (using twilight-flat images). The spectra were
wavelength calibrated (using CuAr lamp images) and the sky
subtraction was applied (using the mean spectrum of the sky
FOV, located at 1′ from the science FOV). Corrections of the
atmospheric extinction and telluric absorption removal were
then applied. After the flux calibration, three data cubes were
created. These cubes have spatial pixels (spaxels) with 0′′.05
× 0′′.05 and their spectral coverage is from 4804A˚ to 6865A˚.
The data cubes’ treatment involved the use of some scripts,
which were written by our group, in IDL (Interactive Data
Language). This treatment consisted of the correction of the
differential atmospheric refraction, the combination of the
data cubes to determine a median (in order to obtain only one
data cube), Butterworth spatial filtering (Gonzalez & Woods
2002), and instrumental fingerprint removal (see Menezes
et al. 2014, 2015). Lastly, we applied the Richardson-Lucy
deconvolution (Richardson 1972 and Lucy 1974), with 10 it-
erations, where the wavelength variation of the FWHM of
the point spread function (PSF) was estimated from the data
cube of the standard star, and the FWHM value of a point-
like source from the acquisition image was used to determine
the PSF in a specific wavelength. After comparing with an
HST image in the F555W (V) filter convolved with Gaussian
PSFs, we estimate that the FWHM of the PSF of the treated
data cube is 0′′.43, which corresponds to 17.7 pc.
Fig. 2 shows the resulting image of the sum of all images
of the data cube after the treatment and also its mean spec-
trum. This mean spectrum reveals the following emission
lines: [O III]λ5007, [O I]λ6300, [N II]λλ6548, 6584, Hα e
[S II]λλ6716, 6731. Those lines are emitted, mostly, in the
central region and are quite narrow.
3. NUCLEAR AND CIRCUMNUCLEAR EMISSION
LINE PROPERTIES
3.1. Spectral synthesis and subtraction of stellar continuum
In order to study the emission lines, both in terms of the re-
gions where they are emitted and in terms of the emission line
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Figure 2. Image of the data cube, collapsed along the spectral axis, observed with GMOS IFU, together with its mean spectrum. The NE
orientation and the 50 pc scale are also shown in the image.
ratios and profiles, it is necessary to analyze the data cube
without stellar continuum. For that, we performed a spectral
synthesis (STARLIGHT - Cid Fernandes et al. 2005) of the
data cube with masked emission lines using a base with stel-
lar population spectra based on the Medium-resolution Isaac
Newton Telescope Library of Empirical Spectra - MILES
(Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2006). From our previous expe-
rience, a minimum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 10 is nec-
essary to obtain reliable results from the spectral synthesis.
We verified that the S/N of the continuum, between 5804A˚
and 5835A˚, of the data cube is 116 S/N 6 54, with the val-
ues increasing toward the center; therefore, all the parameters
provided by the spectral synthesis seem to be reliable.
We built a data cube with the synthetic stellar spectra corre-
sponding to the fits provided by the spectral synthesis. Such
a data cube was subtracted from the original one, which re-
sulted in a data cube with emission coming mainly from gas,
which we refer to here as the gas data cube.
3.2. The line emitting regions
From the gas data cube, it was possible to obtain images
of some emission lines (see Fig. 3). The main source of
all emission lines is called Region 1. The position of this
region is very close to the center of the FOV, which coin-
cides approximately with the center of the bulge (the galactic
nucleus). A second region (Region 2) appears in all emis-
sion line images and is located ∼ 0′′.9 south from the nu-
cleus. Region 3, more visible in [O III]λ5007 image, is ∼
1′′to the southeast from Region 1. Lastly, Region 4, more
easily detected in [O I]λ6300 image, is located ∼ 0′′.6 north-
east from the nucleus. The nucleus appears elongated in the
[O III]λ5007 image, with PA ∼ - 53◦(toward Region 3). Ta-
ble 1 shows the coordinates of the centroids of each region,
assuming that the centroid of Region 1 is at XC = 0′′ and
YC = 0′′. The projected distances ((D) in parsecs) of each
Table 1. Projected Distances (D) in Parsecs of Regions 2, 3, and
4 Relative to Region 1 (XC = 0′′ and YC = 0′′). XC and YC are
the central coordinates of each region. The uncertainty for D was
calculated taken into account only the instrumental uncertainties.
Regions XC (′′) YC (′′) D (pc)
2 -0.1 0.9 41.2 ± 1.5
3 0.5 0.8 40.5 ± 1.5
4 0.4 -0.5 22.2 ± 1.5
object relative to Region 1 are also presented.
3.3. Diagnostic diagrams
In order to characterize the nature of the emission of the
four observed regions, we extracted spectra (from the gas
data cube) of circular regions, whose central coordinates are
in Table 1 and whose extraction radius was equal to half of
the FWHM of the PSF value: 0′′.25. Fig. 4 shows the ex-
tracted spectra (the blue and red parts of the spectrum) of the
four main regions.
The representative values of the FWHM corresponding to
the emission lines of each region were calculated using [N
II]λ6584 line, because this is the most intense line in all spec-
tra. As we can see in Table 2, the lines are quite narrow in all
regions of the data cube. The emission line ratios were cal-
culated using the integrated flux of each line of the extracted
spectra (see Table 3).
The diagnostic diagrams (Baldwin et al. 1981; Kewley
et al. 2001, 2006; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Fig. 5) were made
based on the calculated emission line ratios and show that,
in terms of ionization degree, all regions are compatible with
each other, at the 3σ level and all emission line ratios are
compatible with those of Seyferts and LINERs. Regions 2
and 3 seem to have slightly higher ionization degrees when
compared to the others.
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Figure 3. Images of the main emission lines of the NGC 6744 data cube after the stellar continuum subtraction. All the images have indications
of the centroids of all emitting regions. The positions of Regions 1 and 2 were determined from the [N II]λ6584 image, the position of Region 3
from [O III]λ5007, and the position of Region 4 from [O I]λ6300 image. Note that Region 3 does not appear in evidence in the images (except
in the [O III]λ5007 image) and, in the Hα image, only Region 1 appears in evidence. Region 4, which is very bright in the [O I]λ6300 image
(together with Regions 1 and 2), seems to be very diluted in the other images. Besides that, there is an extension of Region 1 toward Region 3
in the [O III]λ5007 image.
Table 2. FWHM of the [N II]λ6584 Line (Corrected for the Instrumental Resolution), Hα Luminosity, Eletronic Density Intervals (Obtained
from [S II]λ6716/[S II]6731 Ratio), and Upper Limit for the Temperature (Obtained from the Ratio of [N II]λ5755 and [N II]λ6548 + [N
II]λ6584 Lines) of the Observed Regions.
Region 1 2 3 4
FWHM ([N II]λ6584) in km s−1 152 ± 10 180 ± 13 123 ± 15 150 ± 17
Luminosity of Hα (1036erg s−1) 33.9 ± 0.8 2.62 ± 0.15 2.97 ± 0.18 1.4 ± 0.4
Electronic density ( ne in cm−3) 258 ≥ d ≥ 81 409≥ d ≥ 230 d ≤ 64 d ≤ 170
Upper limit for temperature (K) 40305 8048 9367 6539
Table 3. Emission Line Ratios for the Four Observed Regions.
Emission Line Ratios Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4
[O III]λ5007/Hβ 2.3 ± 0.4 5.3 ± 1.9 3.4 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.6
[N II]λ6584/Hα 1.15 ± 0.03 1.90 ± 0.07 1.20 ± 0.05 1.44 ± 0.07
([S II]λ6716+6731)/Hα 0.83 ± 0.03 1.25 ± 0.05 0.80± 0.04 1.16 ± 0.07
[O I]λ6300/Hα 0.088 ± 0.004 0.192 ± 0.018 0.153 ± 0.021 0.21 ± 0.03
[S II]λ6716/[S II]λ6731 1.26 ± 0.08 1.14 ± 0.06 1.49 ± 0.13 1.36 ± 0.11
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Figure 4. Blue and red parts of the emission line spectra of (a) Region 1, (b) Region 2, (c) Region 3, and (d) Region 4, showing the main
emission lines.
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Figure 5. Diagnostic diagrams with the emission line ratios of the regions observed in the data cube of the central region of NGC 6744, using the
values of Table 3. The four regions are represented by points in violet color variations. Each region is identified in the graph with its respective
number next to each point. The wine fit in the (a), (b), and (c) diagrams shows the upper limit for the ionization by a starburst obtained by
Kewley et al. (2001). The cyan fit represents the division between H II regions and AGNs obtained by Kauffmann et al. (2003) and the red line,
the division between LINERs and Seyferts in diagrams (b) and (c) determined by Kewley et al. (2006). The green line in diagram (a) is the
division between LINERs and Seyferts determined by Schawinski et al. (2007).
When analyzing the diagnostic diagrams together with the
images of the emission lines presented in Fig. 3, we see that
Region 3, which seems to have a higher ionization degree
than Region 1, can be an ionization cone. This is because it
appears in evidence only in the [O III]λ5007 image, which is
a higher ionization line, and also because Region 1 appears,
in this same image, elongated toward Region 3. Region 4
appears in evidence only in the [O I]λ6300 image, suggesting
that this might be a region of lower ionization.
4. GAS KINEMATICS
From the gas data cube spectra, it is possible to study the
gas kinematics using channel maps. In the present case, we
made channel maps with 1A˚ intervals (based on the fact that
the emission lines were quite narrow) in each image, for each
line, as is presented in Fig. 6. For each emission line, we see
that the first channel map represents the gas in blueshift, the
second represents the gas with velocity close to zero, and the
last represents the gas in redshift. The morphologies of the
channel maps are similar and reveal a pattern consistent with
a rotation around Region 1. However, some asymmetries in
this pattern are also observed, like the fact that the PA value
of the line of nodes in the redshifted gas region does not seem
to be the same as that of the line of nodes in the blueshifted
gas region (more clearly seen in the [O III]λ5007 line channel
maps). This may be explained by the fact that blueshifted gas
with high velocities is associated with the possible ionization
cone, thus being evidence of outflows of gas in that region.
We also note that Regions 2 and 3 are in blueshift and part
of Region 4 has gas with low velocities in redshift.
From the Hα velocity map (Fig. 7) and its velocity curve,
obtained from the Gaussian functions fitted to the Hα emis-
sion line, we note that the probable gas rotation seems to be
contained in the inner region and, in the FOV edges, there
are some irregularities. The PA of the line of nodes is -
40◦ ± 3◦. The kinematic center determined for this map is
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Figure 6. Channel maps of the following emission lines from the data cube of NGC 6744 after the stellar continuum subtraction: [O I]λ6300,
Hα, [N II]λ6584, and [O III]λ5007. The interval of each image is equivalent to 1A˚. Region 1’s central position is indicated by the cyan cross,
and its size is 3σ.
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Figure 7. Velocity map of Hα with its respective velocity curve, extracted along PA = -40◦ ± 3◦. The cyan cross represents the position of the
kinematic center obtained for this map and its size indicates the uncertainty of 1σ.
Figure 8. Spectral synthesis results of (a) the nuclear region spectrum and (b) the circumnuclear region spectrum. Both histograms show only
stellar populations with high (0.02 e 0.05) and intermediate (4× 10−3 e 8× 10−3) metallicities, evidencing two significant stellar formation
processes. Besides that, we can see that the higher flux fraction of the 109 year old stellar population is in the circumnuclear region. The
extracted spectra, together with the corresponding STARLIGHT fits, in pink, and the spectra of the stellar populations required for the the fit are
shown next to each histogram.
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XC = 0′′.00 ± 0′′.11, YC = −0′′.03 ± 0′′.11, compatible, at the
1σ level, with Region 1 centroid coordinates. Therefore, the
inner gas is rotating around Region 1. We found that an am-
plitude/noise (A/N) ratio higher than 5 is necessary to obtain
reliable radial velocity values from Gaussian functions fitted
to the emission lines. Because the A/N ratio of the Hα line
is ∼ 5 at the edges of the FOV and ∼ 60 at the areas close
to the stellar nucleus, we conclude that the values of the Hα
radial velocity are reliable, with a probable lower accuracy
at the FOV edges, where the A/N ratio is close to the limit
mentioned above.
The velocities of Regions 2, 3, and 4 relative to Region
1 are -54 ± 7 km s−1, -55 ± 7 km s−1, and -5 ± 5 km s−1,
respectively. The velocities of Regions 2 and 3 are similar
(considering the uncertainties) and Region 4 seems to be at
rest or in low velocity relative to Region 1.
We estimated values for the electronic density, based on the
[S II]λ6716/[S II]λ6731 ratio and a gas temperature of 104 K.
Upper limits for temperatures were calculated using the [N
II]λ5755, [N II]λ6548 and [N II]λ6584 line ratio (with an es-
timate for the upper limit of the integrated flux of [N II]λ5755
line). Table 2 shows those values, as well as the values of the
Hα luminosity and the FWHM of the [N II]λ6584 line of all
observed regions. Note that, with the exception of Region 1,
all of the regions have temperatures lower than 104 K.
5. STELLAR ARCHEOLOGY
In order to study the stellar populations in different ar-
eas of the FOV, we applied the spectral synthesis (using
STARLIGHT) to two spectra of the data cube after treatment:
one spectrum of the nuclear region (in this case, since Re-
gion 1 is the nuclear region, we used its spectrum) and one
spectrum of the circumnuclear region (obtained by subtract-
ing the spectrum of Region 1 from the total spectrum of the
data cube). The spectral synthesis was applied as described
in Section 3, but only to those two spectra and with an ad-
ditional spectrum in the base, which is a power law with a
spectral index of 1.5, representing a possible featureless con-
tinuum emission.
The mean age uncertainty of the stellar populations (which
is the weighted mean of the stellar population ages based on
their flux fraction) was obtained with a Monte Carlo proce-
dure and is of the order of 0.03 dex. The exact process for
determining this uncertainty was the following: first, a syn-
thetic stellar spectrum was obtained with the spectral synthe-
sis applied to the mean spectrum of the data cube. A Gaus-
sian distribution of the spectral noise was estimated from the
result obtained by subtracting the synthetic stellar spectrum
from the mean spectrum. Then, different Gaussian distri-
butions were made, with the same width of the initial one;
such distributions were added to the synthetic stellar spec-
trum mentioned above. The spectral synthesis was applied to
each resulting spectrum and the uncertainty of the mean age
was taken as the standard deviation of the mean ages obtained
with those spectral synthesis applications.
The spectral synthesis histogram of the nuclear region
(Fig. 8a) shows that most of the flux fraction is due to 1010
year old stellar populations and only ∼ 20% of the total flux
fraction is due to populations of 109 years. However, the
spectral synthesis of the circumnuclear region (Fig. 8b) re-
veals that the flux fraction is, approximately, double (∼ 40%)
for 109 year old stellar populations and the older ones are
associated with a much lower flux fraction than in the nu-
clear region. There is no indication of younger populations
or featureless continuum in these data. The fact that there is a
greater flux fraction of the 109 year old population in the cir-
cumnuclear region suggests that this galaxy may have gone
through a merger process that occurred one billion years ago,
which generated this population (see Section 8.4).
The results provided by the spectral synthesis are subject
to degeneracies. The Monte Carlo simulations described be-
fore can help to evaluate the uncertainties related to the S/N
ratio but not the uncertainties due to such degeneracies. As
a consequence, all the results presented in this section must
be handled with caution. Therefore, although the exact ages
determined for the stellar populations detected in the nuclear
and circumnuclear spectra may not be totally reliable, the rel-
ative ages between these populations may be. One point in
favor of this method is that the same technique was applied to
analyze the nuclear and the circumnuclear spectrum, which
makes the spectral synthesis results obtained for such spectra
subject to the same kind of imprecisions. In addition, the ob-
servable differences between the stellar components of these
two spectra make it clear that the stellar populations in these
two regions are indeed different. Note that the absorption
lines in the nuclear spectrum are deeper than the circumnu-
clear, which is evidence that there is a higher concentration
of an old stellar population in the nuclear region compared
to the circumnuclear region. Based on this, we conclude
that, despite the degeneracies, a comparison between these
results is a relevant procedure, worthy of being included in
this work.
6. STELLAR KINEMATICS
In order to analyze the stellar kinematics of the data cube
of NGC 6744, we applied the Penalized Pixel Fitting (pPXF)
method (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004). It fits the stellar
spectrum of an object with a combination of template stellar
spectra from a determined base. In this case, the procedure
was applied with the same base used to perform the spec-
tral synthesis. The spectra of the base are convolved with
a Gauss-Hermite expansion, providing the following param-
eters: stellar radial velocity (V∗), stellar velocity dispersion
(σ∗), and the h3 coefficient, which shows the profile devia-
tions of the stellar absorption lines relative to Gaussian func-
tions. Because this method was applied to all the spectra of
the data cube, we obtained maps of those parameters (see
Fig. 9). We found that a stellar continuum S/N ratio higher
than 10 is necessary to obtain reliable kinematic parameters
with pPXF. As the S/N ratio values of the analyzed data cube
are ∼ 13 on the edges of the FOV and ∼ 50 close to the cen-
ter of the stellar bulge, we concluded that the obtained maps
of V∗, σ∗, and h3 are reliable; though, the inaccuracies are
higher at the edges of the FOV, due to the lower values of the
S/N ratio (very close to the limit).
Fig. 9(a) shows the V∗ map obtained with pPXF. There is a
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Figure 9. Maps of the following parameters obtained with pPXF: (a) V∗, (b) σ∗, and (c) h3, with their respective curves extracted along the
line of nodes, with PA indicated. The cyan cross represents the kinematic center position, obtained from the stellar velocity map and its size
represents 1σ. The error bars in the curves of each map were determined from a Monte Carlo procedure, similar to the one described in Section
5.
velocity bipolarity and the line of nodes has a PA = 3◦ ± 2◦.
The velocity curve, extracted along its line of nodes, seems
to reveal a rotation in the inner region of the FOV. On the
FOV edges, we see a lot of irregularities. The position of the
kinematic center (XC = 0′′.00 ± 0′′.10, YC = 0′′.11 ± 0′′.10) is
compatible, at the 1σ level, with that of Region 1, so we see
an apparent stellar rotation around this region.
Fig. 9(b) shows the σ∗ map. We can see an evident de-
crease of σ∗ toward the kinematic center (Region 1), which
can be called the σ∗-drop. The lowest detected value was ∼
65 km s−1, approximately at the position of Region 1.
The h3 map (Fig. 9c), though very noisy, reveals an ap-
parent anticorrelation with the V∗ map. This indicates the
presence of a probable stellar rotation superposed to a stellar
background with V∗ close to zero.
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Figure 10. HST images with the same orientation as the GMOS data cube analyzed in this work. The size of the GMOS data cube FOV is
also indicated. All the images have the coordinates of the four emitting regions observed in the GMOS data cube indicated by crosses, and
their sizes represent their uncertainties (3σ). The positions were determined assuming that the coordinates of Region 1 are compatible, at 3σ
level, with the center of the stellar bulge (see Fig. 11a). (a) Hα + [N II] emission image obtained by subtracting the image in the F555W filter,
multiplied by a constant, from the image in the F657N filter; (b) image in the F814W filter; (c) image corresponding to the subtraction F814W
- F657N, in magnitude scale; (d) image corresponding to F814W - F555W (equivalent to I-V), in magnitude scale, with the apparent dust disk
near the center indicated by a gray dashed line.
7. HST IMAGES: THE SMOKING GUN
The analysis of HST images allows us a better and clearer
visualization of structures in a larger FOV with higher spa-
cial resolution. This certainly helps, in many cases, to iden-
tify those structures in the galaxy context and not only in the
nuclear region.
The analyzed images were obtained with the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3) of the HST on 2014 July 11 (F555W and
F814W filters) and on 2015 July 11 (F657N filter). All im-
ages were retrieved from the HST archive and were also ro-
tated to the same orientation of GMOS data cubes in order
to provide a more direct comparison. A rectangle represent-
ing the GMOS FOV was added (see Fig. 10), together with
crosses indicating the position of the four main emitting re-
gions.
We subtracted the image in the F555W filter (multiplied
by a constant) from the one in the F657N filter, in order to
obtain an image representing the Hα + [N II] emission with-
out the stellar continuum (Fig. 10a). Two emitting regions
can be easily seen: the first one coincides with the position
of Region 1 and the second, which is south from Region 1
and more diffuse, is close to the position of Region 2. The
brightest central area extends slightly towards Region 4, and
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Figure 11. (a) Image of the stellar continuum of the data cube of NGC 6744 with the position of the four emitting regions indicated by crosses,
and their sizes represent the uncertainty of 3σ.Note that Region 1 coincides with the stellar bulge center. (b) Image in the F814W filter (I band)
with an indication of Region 1’s position and the position of the blue source (S) detected in Fig.10d.
Region 3 cannot be detected.
The F814W filter image (I band - Fig. 10b) shows only a
central bright area. This image was taken as a reference, as
we observed in the GMOS data that the position of the center
of Region 1 is compatible with the center of the stellar bulge
(see Fig. 11a).
Fig. 10(c) shows the image corresponding to the subtrac-
tion F814W-F657N, in magnitude scale. The dark area repre-
sents the redder emission and the bright area indicates a more
intense Hα + [N II] emission. We see again the two regions
observed in Fig. 10(a). Besides that, there is a dark trail, in
the western edges of those regions, indicating redder emis-
sion, possibly due to dust extinction. In this image, we can
see more clearly the extension of Region 1 toward Region 4
and a little emission near Region 3.
We obtained Fig. 10(d) by subtracting the image in the
F555W filter from the one in the F814W, in magnitude scale.
The resulting image shows a dark strip that crosses the FOV
and bends toward Region 4, indicating that the spectra are
redder there. Besides that, there is a compact blue source
slightly west of Region 1 (for a better comparison of their
positions, see Fig. 11b). There is also, as is indicated in the
image by the dashed gray line, a possible dark structure that
crosses the compact source, which might be a dust disk.
The projected distance between Regions 1 and 2, calcu-
lated from the HST images, is 0′′.91 ± 0′′.03 (39.1 pc ± 2.0
pc), which is compatible with the one calculated from the
GMOS data cube (see Table 1).
8. DISCUSSION
Despite being one of the brightest and closest Milky Way
twins, NGC 6744 has been studied only briefly in the litera-
ture. In the present work, we saw that this object has a com-
plex nuclear region from the standpoint of emission lines.
The first notable characteristic is that, in the GMOS images,
there are 4 relevant emitting regions. All the regions have
emission lines ratios compatible with LINERs; though, Re-
gions 2 and 3 apparently have higher ionization degrees than
the others. Another important fact is that Region 3 appears
more clearly in the [O III]λ5007 line image, the morphology
of this emission seems elongated toward Region 1 (which is
also elongated), it is possible that this region is associated
with an ionization cone. This hypothesis is completely ac-
ceptable within all involved uncertainties. If Region 3 has
a higher ionization degree than Region 1 (if we consider the
1σ level), this hypothesis is still valid if Region 3 has an elec-
tronic density lower than Region 1 or if it is being ionized by
a region with a higher ionization degree, in this case, Region
2. Another hypothesis, ignoring the morphology in the [O
III]λ5007 line image, is that Region 3 is the ionization cone
of Region 2 (which could alternatively be another AGN - see
Section 8.1), and does not have any relation with Region 1.
On the other hand, Region 4, which seems to be in ev-
idence in the [O I]λ6300 image, shows a lower ionization
spectrum, so it can be part of the NLR of the AGN in Region
1.
In the HST images analyzed here, we see that only the ar-
eas associated with Regions 1 and 2 are easily identified in
the image of the extended emission of Hα + [N II] (Fig. 10a).
The projected distance between those regions determined
from the HST images is compatible with the one determined
from the GMOS data cube (∼ 0′′.9).
There is an emission that extends from Region 1 toward
Region 4, seen in Fig. 10(c), evidencing the relation between
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those regions and indicating that Region 4, as said before,
seems to be part of the NLR of the AGN.
The I-V image from the HST (see Fig. 10d) clearly shows
a point-like source, with blue emission. This source does not
seem to be associated with stars, since the spectral synthesis
results detected no young stellar population. As the position
of this blue source is compatible, within the uncertainties,
with Region 1, we conclude that the most probable scenario
is that this source is the AGN. Although we did not detect
featureless continuum emission in the spectral synthesis re-
sults, this blue source can be due to a featureless continuum,
as this AGN has low luminosity and this emission is diluted
in GMOS PSF (making it harder for the spectral synthesis to
detect the featureless continuum).
We see a red trail west of Region 1 and a little above Re-
gion 4. This reddening can be explained by the presence of
dust (Fisher & Drory 2010). We can also see a compact struc-
ture of dust crossing the blue compact source. This may indi-
cate a gas and dust disk, which might be associated with the
process of feeding of the AGN (see Fig. 10d). We note that
Region 3, identified as an ionization cone, is approximately
perpendicular to this dust and gas disk. Besides that, it is not
possible to identify an opposite emission of Region 3 (which
might be the other side of the ionization cone), as this area is
strongly obscured by dust.
8.1. Photoionization or Shocks?
When one has an evident LINER emission in the studied
object, it is natural to question whether this emission is due to
photoionization by a central AGN or it is the result of shock
waves caused, for example, by supernovae. In the present
case, we have some different regions with different ionization
degrees that deserve to be properly investigated, considering
the properties of the line emission and its morphologies.
By analyzing the electronic densities, determined from the
[S II]λλ6716, 6731 doublet, we see that, in all regions, the
obtained values are considerably low, with Region 2 being
the densest region with electronic density between 230 and
409 cm−3 (Table 2). Besides that, Regions 2, 3, and 4 have
very low temperature limits, lower than 104 K - certainly
compatible with the idea of being clouds photoionized by a
central AGN (located in Region 1).
The emission lines of all observed regions are quite narrow
(typically with FWHM of ∼ 150 km s−1). This leads naturally
to the following question: are those gas velocities sufficiently
high for a model of heating by shock waves to explain the
detected emission spectrum? We then made some tests us-
ing the Mappings III (Allen et al. 2008) library, with only
solar abundance data and with the velocities observed here.
We saw that those velocities are not sufficient to reproduce
the emission line ratios in a shock wave scenario. An im-
portant fact to be considered is that the spectral synthesis did
not detect stellar populations younger than one billion years,
invalidating the hypothesis of the existence of regions with
concentrations of supernovae remnants. With this result, we
can discard this hypothesis, with the only remaining models
involving AGN photoionization or post-AGB stars (Binette
et al. 1994 and Cid Fernandes et al. 2011). Since NGC 6744
has a central compact blue source, it is unlikely that the ion-
ization mechanism is due to post-AGB stars.
8.2. One or Two AGNs?
As mentioned before, four regions with relevant emission
were observed in this data cube. There are many possible
scenarios, involving even two AGNs, that can explain the co-
existence of those emitting regions and that depend on the
uncertainties considered in the calculation of the emission
line ratios.
If we consider the 3σ level, the emissions of all regions
are compatible. Under these circumstances, a possible sce-
nario assumes that there is only one source ionizing all those
regions, Region 1, since it has higher luminosity and is an
AGN (because of the blue compact source observed in the
HST image). Then, Region 1 would be the central AGN with
LINER emission and the other regions would be part of its
NLR.
We also hypothesize that Region 2 is another AGN that is
not clearly detected in the HST images. This region can have
an ionization degree higher than that of Region 1, support-
ing the hypothesis of a merger event with a galaxy without a
defined stellar nucleus around its central black hole. In this
case, the central black holes of both galaxies did not coalesce
yet.
8.3. A Very Low-luminosity AGN, Fossil of a More
Luminous Phase
In order to explain why an AGN of such low luminosity
can excite clouds that are so distant with an ionization pa-
rameter similar to the central region, we consider the hypoth-
esis called ”AGN echo,” proposed, for example, for SDSS
J094103.80+344334.2 (Lintott et al. 2009 and Keel et al.
2012). In this case, Regions 2 and 3 would be ionized by
an emission coming from Region 1, which would have had a
higher luminosity and ionization degree in the past. How-
ever, over time, the luminosity of this emission decreased
(with lower feeding rate, for example) and reached the cur-
rent ionization degree (lower than before). This hypothesis is
consistent with the width of the lines that we observed, since
an AGN with lower activity usually shows fewer outflows,
which broadens the emission lines. In this scenario, the other
regions, which are part of the NLR of the AGN, are still re-
ceiving (except Region 4, the closest one) the old emission
from this AGN, when it had a higher luminosity and ioniza-
tion degree.
The Hα luminosity of the nucleus is 3.4 × 1037 erg s−1,
about 10 times higher than in the other regions (Table 2).
Considering that the representative σ∗ value of the bulge of
this galaxy is ∼ 95 km s−1 (excluding the σ∗-drop observed
in the pPXF maps - see Fig. 9), we conclude that the black
hole has a mass of ∼ 6 × 106 M⊙ (Gu¨ltekin et al. 2009).
Assuming the bolometric luminosity given by Netzer (2013)
to narrow line objects (type 2), the case B recombination,
where Hα/Hβ= 2.87, a temperature of T= 104 K in the low
density limit (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) and the Hα lu-
minosity from Region 1, we obtain a bolometric luminosity
of Lbol ∼ 3.2 × 1040 erg s−1 and an Eddington ratio of ∼ 4
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× 10−5. This is an Eddington ratio typical of LINERs (Ho
2008; Ricci et al. 2015).
8.4. Evidence of a Merger
There is evidence of a merger, revealed by the spectral syn-
thesis results, which showed only two significant star forma-
tion episodes: the first one occurred 1010 years ago, during
the formation of the galaxy, and the second one occurred 109
years ago.
The spectral synthesis was applied to two spectra: one of
the nucleus and one of the circumnuclear region. There is a
significant difference between these regions: the higher con-
centration of the 109 year old stellar populations in the cir-
cumnuclear region and the higher concentration of the older
stellar populations (1010 year old) in the nucleus. This differ-
ence can be noticed in the spectra because the nuclear spec-
trum has deeper absorption lines. The difference of the fluxes
associated with 109 year old stellar populations between the
nuclear and circumnuclear regions suggests that this galaxy
went through a merger one billion years ago, which resulted
in a circumnuclear starburst and the formation of this stellar
population. After this possible merger, there was no other
relevant star formation episode in the central region of the
galaxy. In fact, as Fisher & Drory (2010) verified, NGC
6744’s bulge is similar to an elliptical galaxy, with little star
formation and old stellar populations. It is important to no-
tice, however, that NGC 6744 does not show evidence of a
double stellar nucleus. As mentioned before, despite the de-
generacies of the spectral synthesis results, the observable
differences between the stellar components of the nuclear and
circumnuclear spectra, together with the fact that the same
procedure was applied to these spectra (and, therefore, the
results are subject to the same types of imprecisions), make
this analysis reliable.
Since NGC 6744 is classified as SAB(r)bc, with a promi-
nent disk, it is not an expected outcome of a major merger.
However, studies have shown that, under certain circum-
stances, major mergers can result in late-type galaxies
(Barnes 2002; Springel & Hernquist 2005 and Robertson
et al. 2006). Usually, this requires that the galaxies in-
volved in the merger have a high gas fraction. Therefore,
although scenarios involving major mergers do not appear to
be the most likely to explain the results obtained for the data
cube of NGC 6744, they cannot be discarded. On the other
hand, minor merger scenarios certainly deserve special atten-
tion. Studies about such scenarios indicate that, unlike major
mergers, minor mergers, with high mass ratios, result only
in modest star formation in the central region of the galaxy
(Taniguchi & Wada 1996 and Cox et al. 2008). Although
the flux fraction associated with the stellar population prob-
ably related to the merger (with 109 years and intermediate
metallicity) represents ∼ 40% of the total stellar flux in the
circumnuclear region of the data cube of NGC 6744, we can-
not precisely evaluate how extended this starburst event was
due to our limited FOV.
8.5. Gas Kinematics
From the Hα velocity map (Fig. 7), one can notice that
Regions 2 and 3 are in blueshift relative to Region 1 and have
very close and compatible (at 1σ level) radial velocity values,
suggesting that those regions are part of the same structure,
which is different from the one corresponding to Regions 1
and 4. The Hα velocity map also shows that there is a gas
rotation around Region 1, but there are many irregularities
on the edges of the FOV, which can be due to the presence
of other kinematic phenomena, such as inflows or outflows,
for example. It is also possible that those deviations from a
simple Keplerian rotation are consequences of the probable
merger that has occurred in this galaxy, as discussed above,
or even the result of imprecisions of the fits of the Gaussian
functions to the Hα emission lines in the areas with lower
A/N ratios (which are, indeed, the edges of the FOV). The
channel maps in Fig. 6 show the same rotation pattern as that
observed in the Hα velocity map. However, we see that the
PA of the line of nodes in the region with blueshifted gas
seems to be different from the PA of the areas with redshifted
gas. Again, this can be a consequence of either the presence
of different kinematic phenomena or the fact that the system
is still going through the results of the merger.
8.6. Stellar Kinematics
Stellar kinematic analysis revealed a rotation around Re-
gion 1 with a PA considerably different from that of the gas
rotation. Assuming that there is a gas disk and a stellar disk,
we conclude that structures are not coplanar. As seen in the
Hα velocity map, there are irregularities at the edges of the
FOV of the V∗ map that could be due to either consequences
of a merger or imprecisions of the pPXF method, because
those areas have low S/N ratios (close to the lower limit of
10).
We detected a σ∗-drop toward the center of the bulge (Re-
gion 1). The decrease of σ∗ toward the center is explained
in the literature as the result of the presence of young stel-
lar populations that herd the kinematics of their progeni-
tor clouds that had low velocity dispersions (Wozniak et al.
2003; Allard et al. 2005, 2006). However, in this case, the
spectral synthesis detected very low flux fractions associated
with young stellar populations; so this hypothesis is not valid.
A more exotic scenario to explain this σ-drop pattern may
be that the possible merger involved another galaxy without
a well defined stellar nucleus (an Sm galaxy, for example).
Thus, this event would result in a starburst of which the ef-
fect would be more significant in the circumnuclear region
but would not affect the stellar kinematics of the central re-
gion of the original nucleus of NGC 6744, as no coalescence
would occur with another galactic nucleus. In this scenario,
the observed σ∗-drop would simply be related to the original
nucleus of NGC 6744, while the 109 year old stellar popula-
tion would be a result of this merger.
The h3 coefficient map showed that there is an apparent
anticorrelation with the stellar velocity map, which suggests
that the stars that are in rotation are superposed to a back-
ground of stars with velocity close to zero (the bulge stars).
9. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we analyzed a data cube of the nuclear re-
gion of NGC 6744 obtained with GMOS/IFU, together with
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HST/WFC3 images. The main conclusions of this work are
the following:
(1) There are four relevant emitting regions in the center of
NGC 6744. Region 1 is coincident (within the uncertainties)
with the center of the stellar bulge and, also, with the kine-
matic center of the gas and stellar rotations. All regions have
emission line ratios compatible with LINERs, but Regions 2
and 3 seem to have higher ionization degrees when compared
with the other two.
(2) An I-V image obtained with HST revealed the emission
of a compact blue source; as this galaxy does not show any
evidence of young stellar populations in its central region,
our interpretation is that this fact confirms the existence of an
AGN of low luminosity (Region 1).
(3) The most probable scenario that explains the coexis-
tence of the four observed regions assumes that Regions 2,
3, and 4 are part of the NLR of the AGN (Region 1). Re-
gion 3 seems to be an ionization cone of this AGN, due to its
considerable emission in the [O III]λ5007 line and to its mor-
phology. The fact that Regions 2 and 3 have higher ionization
degrees than Region 1 can be justified by the hypothesis of
them being ionized by an emission coming from the AGN in
Region 1, when it was in a more luminous phase.
(4) We detected a compact structure of dust crossing the
galactic nucleus in the I-V image from the HST. This seems
to indicate a probable gas and dust disk that may be feeding
the AGN. Region 3, which we identified as a possible ioniza-
tion cone, appears to be perpendicular to this disk of dust and
gas.
(5) The spectral synthesis was applied to two spectra of
the GMOS data cube, one from the nucleus (Region 1) and
the other from the circumnuclear region. This revealed that
this galaxy has passed for two main star formation periods:
one during the formation of the galaxy and another, 109 years
ago. After this period, there were not any significant stellar
formation events. This last starburst can be associated with a
significant merger that happened one billion years ago.
(6) There is a gas rotation around Region 1, as seen in the
Hα velocity map. Channel maps of the main emission lines
of the GMOS data cube revealed that the PA of the line of
nodes of the blueshifted gas is different from that of the red-
shifted gas, which may be the result of inflows or outflows of
gas or the result of the possible merger.
(7) The stellar kinematic analysis with the pPXF method
revealed that there is a stellar rotation around Region 1, but
the PA is different from the one determined for the gas rota-
tion. This stellar rotation seems to be superposed to a back-
ground composed of stars with velocity values close to zero,
which can be seen by the anticorrelation between the h3 co-
efficient map and the V∗ map. The σ∗ map showed a σ∗-drop
toward the center. A relatively exotic scenario to explain this
involves a merger process with a galaxy without a well de-
fined stellar nucleus.
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